
 

 
Encountering Japan’s Culinary Tradition at Takashimaya 

  

 
 

I went last month to Takashimaya department store's Nihonbashi branch on the Culture Day 
holiday because I wanted to meet with the young master of Horikawaya Nomura soy sauce, who 
is taking this venerable brewer to new levels of excellence. Horikawaya Nomura is based in 
Wakayama Prefecture, and has more than 300 years of history. I have learned that Wakayama's 
history is intertwined with the history of what we call -- even in English -- "washoku," because of 
the powerful influence of the Buddhist priest Kukai and the Mt. Koya temple in bringing Chinese 
culture to Japan, which then underwent its own transformation. Soy sauce is just one example. 
 



 

 
 
By visiting Mr. Nomura on that day, however, I received even more precious knowledge. Arriving 
at the eighth floor in the bronze trimmed elevator -- still operated manually by a uniformed elevator 
operator -- I expected to find a quiet food display, away from the bustle of the street outside. 
Instead, I found a floor packed with customers going from stall to stall to taste and buy some of 
the best of the best of Japanese traditional foods. The special annual event by Takashimaya is 
called "Aji hyaku sen," which translates as a selection of one hundreds tastes, and it is an eagerly 
anticipated event. 
 



 

 
 
It is very humbling for me to see the dedication of these masters -- many of them young -- who 
are preserving these delicious traditions, perfecting them, and using modern channels to promote 
their products in Japan and abroad. Mr. Nomura told me about a small group of kindred spirits -- 
they call themselves the "HANDRED" -- who are carrying on their family traditions to the next 
generation. The "HANDRED" make specialty teas, vinegars, mirin, other products, and of course 
soy sauce. 
 



 

 
 
Standing there among all this amazing talent I thought how at MGM Resorts we hope to have the 
opportunity to introduce to international visitors the very best of Japanese cuisine and food 
products. I saw at Takashimaya on Culture Day just how high Japanese professionals – and their 
customers! -- set the bar for quality and authenticity! 
 


